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Abstract

Purpose—Current standard methods to quantify disc height, namely distortion compensated Roentgen analysis (DCRA), have been mostly utilized in the lumbar and cervical spine and have strict exclusion criteria. Specifically, discs adjacent to a vertebral fracture are excluded from measurement, thus limiting the use of DCRA in studies that include older populations with a high prevalence of vertebral fractures. Thus, we developed and tested a modified DCRA algorithm that does not depend on vertebral shape.

Methods—Participants included 1186 men and women from the Framingham Heart Study Offspring and Third Generation Multidetector CT Study. Lateral CT scout images were used to place 6 morphometry points around each vertebra at 13 vertebral levels in each participant. Disc heights were calculated utilizing these morphometry points using DCRA methodology and our modified version of DCRA, which requires information from fewer morphometry points than the standard DCRA.

Results—Modified DCRA and standard DCRA measures of disc height are highly correlated, with concordance correlation coefficients above 0.999. Both measures demonstrate good inter- and intra-operator reproducibility. 13.9 % of available disc heights were not evaluable or excluded using the standard DCRA algorithm, while only 3.3 % of disc heights were not evaluable using our modified DCRA algorithm.
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Conclusions—Using our modified DCRA algorithm, it is not necessary to exclude vertebrae with fracture or other deformity from disc height measurements as in the standard DCRA. Modified DCRA also yields identical measurements to the standard DCRA. Thus, the use of modified DCRA for quantitative assessment of disc height will lead to less missing data without any loss of accuracy, making it a preferred alternative to the current standard methodology.
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Introduction
Back pain is a highly prevalent and costly condition, with a total cost, both direct and indirect, of more than $100 billion annually in the US [1]. Intervertebral disc (IVD) degeneration is commonly associated with back pain, morbidity, and increased mortality [2, 3]. Clinically, semi-quantitative techniques are used to describe the prevalence and progression of IVD degeneration and loss of disc height. These techniques are generally based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [4], but they have also been applied to computed tomography (CT) images and lateral spine radiographs [5, 6]. Semi-quantitative evaluations of IVD degeneration may be insufficient for tracking the prevalence and progression of the condition [7]. Thus, various methods have been proposed for quantification of IVD height using vertebral morphometry data [8, 9].

Vertebral morphometry, often used in vertebral fracture assessment, involves the placement of points on the superior and inferior vertebral margins, commonly six points (Fig. 1a). The early studies assessed disc height as the distance between vertebral endplates on adjacent vertebrae [10]. However, this overestimates IVD height in cases where adjacent vertebral bodies are misaligned in the sagittal plane (i.e., spondylolisthesis). Several recent studies have continued to use this method, even in the cases of spondylolisthesis [11, 12]. To correct for sagittal plane displacement, Frobin et al. [8] developed distortion compensated Roentgen analysis (DCRA). DCRA takes into consideration the shape and position of adjacent vertebral bodies to more accurately assess IVD height and has become a standard of measure in studies describing IVD height (Fig. 1b). However, because vertebral shape directly affects height measurements using this approach, common conditions, such as vertebral fractures (often wedging of the vertebral body) and osteophytes, are exclusion criteria in studies utilizing DCRA, limiting the broad applicability of the technique. Furthermore, because the DCRA algorithm requires morphometry data for two full vertebral bodies, it is sensitive to missing morphometry points, which could be a particular issue in the thoracic spine as overlying ribs often obscure vertebral endplates in lateral radiographic projections. Finally, most studies have focused on the lumbar or cervical spine [13, 14], and more information is needed regarding the reproducibility of morphometry-based thoracic IVD height measures [15].
Methods

Study design and subjects

To address these limitations, we developed and evaluated a modified DCRA method for quantitative assessment of IVD height utilizing the traditional six-point vertebral morphometry. We hypothesized that our method would show good agreement with the traditional DCRA methodology while offering fewer missing data points.

We performed a cross-sectional study of IVD height measurements assessed from lateral computed tomography scout images from individuals aged 50 years and older in the Framingham Heart Study Offspring and Third Generation Multidetector CT Study [16]. Participants included 650 women (mean age 66.5, SD 8.5 years) and 536 men (mean age 66.4, SD 8.8 years). The current study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Hebrew SeniorLife and Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.

Computed tomography scans

CT scans were acquired using a 64-slice multidetector CT/PET scanner (Discovery VCT, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA). Details of the imaging protocol were previously reported [16, 17]. Scout images were lateral low-energy scanograms spanning from the upper thoracic spine (T4) to the sacrum (S1).

Vertebral morphometry

We used a semi-automated algorithm to identify vertebral morphometry points in the scout images (SpineAnalyzer, Optasia Medical, Cheadle, UK), as previously published [18, 19]. Briefly, users placed points nearest to each vertebral centroid from L4 to T4. The algorithm identified the outer contour of each vertebral body. The operator could then correct and confirm contours. Based on the contours, six morphometry points were automatically placed (Fig. 1a). We and others have previously reported high reliability for vertebral height assessment using this approach [18, 19]. Operators electronically recorded when morphometry points could not be reliably contoured due to overlaid ribs, poor image quality, or metal artifacts.

Disc height calculations

We created custom scripts in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) to process vertebral morphometry data and calculate disc height using three different algorithms: (1) straight-line distance between anterior morphometry points; (2) DCRA [8]; and (3) our modified DCRA method (DCRA*). Briefly, DCRA uses the four corner morphometry points from the two vertebrae adjacent to the disc. A midplane is drawn through each vertebral centroid using those points. A bisectrix divides the midplanes, and the sum of the distances from anterior morphometry points to the bisectrix describes the disc height (Fig. 1b). The DCRA* method utilizes the six vertebral morphometry points directly superior and inferior to the IVD that is being measured (Fig. 1c). First, the anterior and posterior morphometry points from adjacent vertebral bodies are connected and the midpoints of these lines are identified. A midline is then drawn from the posterior midpoint to the anterior midpoint. The sum of the perpendicular distances from both the superior and inferior morphometry points...
at the anterior, mid, and posterior vertebral body to the midline yields disc heights, respectively (Fig. 1c). The individual anterior, mid, and posterior disc heights could then be averaged, if desired.

**Reliability**

We determined both inter- and intraobserver reliability of the IVD height measurements by randomly selecting 20 individuals (10 men and 10 women) from the sample, and the 20 images were analyzed twice each by two different operators. We computed disc heights using the three algorithms described above and derived intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) at each vertebral level T4 through L4.

**Statistical analysis**

We computed concordance correlation coefficients [20] to evaluate agreement between DCRA and DCRA*. To evaluate the comparability of different algorithms for calculation of disc height, we used linear regression and Bland–Altman plots. All analyses were completed using the MATLAB statistical package.

**Results**

**Reliability**

Reliability of IVD height measurements was similar for all three disc height methods. Specifically, intra-operator ICCs were 0.79 and 0.84 for the two operators for DCRA*; 0.78 and 0.84 for DCRA; and 0.77 and 0.80 for straight line. Inter-operator ICC values were 0.85, 0.85, and 0.82 for DCRA*, DCRA, and straight line, respectively. Measurements were generally less reliable in the thoracic spine than in the lumbar spine, especially in the upper thoracic region (Fig. 2).

**Agreement between methods for computing disc height**

Disc heights calculated by DCRA* were highly correlated with both DCRA and straight line ($r^2 > 0.98$). However, disc heights computed using the straight-line algorithm expectedly overestimated disc height compared with DCRA and midline methods. Disc height measurements from the DCRA and DCRA* algorithms were virtually identical with a concordance correlation coefficient of 0.9998 for lumbar discs and 0.9997 for thoracic discs (Fig. 3a, c). Bland–Altman plots show very narrow limits of agreement with no association between mean value and difference between disc height measures (Fig. 3b, d).

**Missing data**

In both DCRA and DCRA*, some disc heights were unevaluable due to issues, such as poor scan quality or ribs obscuring vertebral endplates. These features resulted in 508 unevaluable disc heights via DCRA, 3.6 % of total available discs, and 465 unevaluable disc heights via DCRA*, 3.3 % of discs. Furthermore, in DCRA, 1468 intervertebral discs (10.3 % of total available discs) were adjacent to a vertebral fracture and unevaluable. The vertebral fracture exclusion does not apply to DCRA* method, so these disc heights were evaluated (Fig. 4).
Discussion

This study presents an improvement to the DCRA approach for calculating disc heights using vertebral morphometry points, in that it leads to comparable values, but decreases the amount of missing data. We found high concordance and no systematic differences in disc heights between the original and modified DCRA methods, and found high inter- and intra-reader reliability for each approach.

Original DCRA requires all corner morphometry points of two adjacent vertebral bodies to compute a disc height, and the shape of the vertebral body informs disc height calculations. Our modified DCRA* algorithm relies only on the endplates immediately adjacent to the disc of interest, so there is no need to automatically exclude disc height measurements adjacent to a vertebral fracture. This is important, as disc degeneration may be related to altered spine loading and vertebral fractures [21]. In addition, this method could be applied to improve epidemiological studies, as in diabetes [12]. In addition, missing morphometry points from a single endplate would prevent measurement of two different discs in the DCRA analysis. In cases when overlaid ribs obscure a thoracic vertebral endplate, only the disc adjacent to the obscured endplate would be unevaluable with the DCRA* method. By not relying on whole vertebral morphometry, DCRA* markedly reduces the amount of missing data, and this may be especially advantageous in studies that include the thoracic spine.

Though DCRA* reduces the amount of missing disc heights compared with DCRA, it remains subject to missing morphometry points when vertebral endplates are difficult to visualize. In this lateral CT scout data set, roughly 3.3% of theoretically available disc heights were still missing in DCRA*. If mid-sagittal CT scan reconstructions were available, the interference of structures, such as overlying ribs, could be avoided, but the challenges of superposition will remain an issue for measurements in 2D CT scout views and radiographs. Another potential limitation is that the images used in this study were acquired with subjects lying supine, so we cannot directly address the validity of DCRA* in more clinically relevant standing radiographs, where disc heights may be expected to be lower. However, the method was developed to be applicable to all lateral images of the spine, and we see no reasons why the posture of the subject would influence either the accuracy or utility of the modified DCRA method compared with the standard DCRA approach.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this new method for measuring disc height from 2D lateral spine images offers a robust way to calculate disc heights that is highly correlated with accepted methodology, and eliminates the need to exclude fractured or deformed vertebrae. The method offers excellent reproducibility, can be employed with any lateral 2D images of the spine, can be used with either commercially available semi-automated morphometry software or older manual-morphometry methods, and reduces the amount of missing data compared with currently accepted methodology. Thus, this new DCRA* methodology is preferable for calculating disc height measurements in studies of disc degeneration,
particularly in the thoracic spine and in older adults with high prevalence of vertebral fracture and degenerative changes in the vertebral body shape.
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Fig. 1.

**a** Illustration of six-point morphometry and straight-line distances. **b** Distortion compensated Roentgen analysis (DCRA): corner morphometry points are used to create a midplane line through adjacent vertebrae (*solid lines*), a line bisecting the midplanes is found (*dashed line*), and the sum of the perpendicular distances (lines connecting morphometry points and bisecting line) is the resulting disc height. **c** Modified DCRA (DCRA*) method: midpoints between anterior morphometry points and superior morphometry points at adjacent levels are found (*squares*), a midline is drawn connecting these points (*dashed line*), and the sum of perpendicular distances is the resulting disc height. Example anterior, middle, and posterior heights are illustrated here.
Fig. 2.
Inter-operator reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient) of the three disc height algorithms across spine levels
Fig. 3.
Linear regressions and Bland–Altman plots comparing DCRA and DCRA* in a, b lumbar and c, d thoracic spine
Fig. 4.
Characterization of missing data using DCRA and DCRA*. *Stacked bars* represent amount of unevaluable disc heights due to vertebral fracture (*light gray*), scan quality (*medium gray*), or lack of visualization due to ribs (*dark gray*), shown here as a percentage of total discs in the scan region available for measure.